
INTRODUCTION
Pearl Essence is a silvery white shining by 
product which is made by combination of 
guanin with collagen and calcium phosphate.
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q Pearl Essence is a suspension of guanin crystals in  
   water or an organic solvent. (amyl acetate)
qGuanin is an organic compound with a purine base
    2-amino-6-oxypurine (c5h5n5o) found widely in veg-
    -etable and animal tissue.
qGuanine is lustrous material found in the epidermal
    layer and scales of most pelagic fishes like oil Sardi-
    -ne Mackerel, Herring and various carps bleak,Pele-
    -cus cultratus, Caspian roach etc.
q Jaquin, in 1956, a frenchman coined a method of  
     processing of artificial pearl with the help of pearl 
     essence.
q It is produced commercially in united states, Japan
     and many others developed countries.
q In United States herrings is one of the major species
     exploited for production of pearl essence.
 



   In India, ribbon fish is used for production of pearl
   essence.
qWhen guanine particles are deposited on the inside
   surface of solid beads, an optical effect similar to that
   of real pearl is obtained.
qIn its crystalline form guanine reflects and refracts
   light and thus acts as a camouflage to fish.

    PROCESSING  

    Guanine deposit on the fish scales is more readily re-
   - coverable compared to that on epidermis.
q Freshly removed scales are collected and washed to
    remove adhering foreign matter.
q The epidermis also, if obtainable is washed along e
     the scales.   



q Scales can be preserved, if needed in 10-15% brine
q The brine is later drained off and the scales are sq-
    -ueezed in muslin cloth bags and compressed.
q The compressed mass can be stored at 0oc for seve-
    -ral weeks.
q It should be insured that at no time the scales are 
    allowed to dry.
q Pearl essence can be prepared as an aqueous or non
    aqueous suspension.

A. AQUEOUS SUSPENSION
      Washed scales are agitated with minimum quanti-
       ty of water containing little amononia in an agita-
       tor similar to a domestic washing machine.
q  The mixture is then passed through a stainer to
       remove the scales.



q The pearly substance present as a suspension in the
     liquor is purified by settling in a cool atmosphere.
q Guanine settles and the supernatant is decanted and
     replace with fresh ammonical water.
q The process is repeated several times until the guanine
     crystals are fairly well purified.
q  0.3% salicylic acid is used as preservatives.
q  Adhesive like fish glue or isinglass also may be dispe-
      rsed in the aqueous suspension.

 B.  NON AQUEOUS SUSPENSION   
     This suspension of guanine is made by suspending it
      in organic solvents Carbon tetrachloride, Amyl acet-
      ate, Chloroform and Acetic anhydride.
q  it is also presented in the form of a thick paste of crys-
     tal, suspended in a various liquor of cellulose in Amyl
     acetate.
    



USES 

    The most important use of pearl essence is in the man-
    ufacture of artificial pearls.
q It is used as a spray or dip for several items to impart
    an iridescent shine reminiscent of pearl.
q It is used as such diverse articles as shoe, pencil, fish-
    ing rod, spectacle frame, walking stick, Ash tray, Van-
    ity bag, book cover and even in finishing of textiles.
q Jewellery box
q Umbrella handle
q Toilet sheets
q Electric fan switches  



STEPS FOR PROCESSING OF PEARL ESSENCE

RAW MATERIAL
SCALES OR EPIDERMIS

WASHING 
REMOVAL OF FOREIGN
PARTICLES

WASH-

ED SCALES AGITATED 
IN A AGITATOR OR MACHINE

STRAINING
T THE MIXTURE

LIQUOR
+ SCALES

PURIFIED BY SETLLING
IN A COOL  ATMOSPHERE ( 48 HRS)

GUANINE SETTLE 
AND REPLACED FRESH AMMONICAL WATER 

PROCESS REPEATED
UNTIL GUANINE SRYSTALS WELL PURIFIED

PRESERVATIVES
0.3 % SALICYLIC ACID

PEARL ESSENCE

     THANKS


